Fallstop® EVO-adventure

Ultra-safe and efficient securing system
for adventure parks

Fallstop® adventure

EVO-adventure securing system

Permanently secured with BORNACK’s EVO-adventure

BORNACK – Specialist for continuous securing systems

Anyone who operates an adventure park needs a reliable ropeup protection system. BORNACK provides the EVO-adventure
continuous securing system for this purpose, which provides
maximum safety: the visitors clip themselves onto the securing
element once at the beginning of the course and unclip themselves again at the end of the course. They are permanently
attached over the entire course, and there is no need to turn or
relocate the securing element. Continuous safety is therefore
provided.

As a system provider for integrated rope-up protection,
BORNACK has been developing and installing securing systems
based on tensioned wire cables for more than 20 years.
We install about 30,000 to 40,000 running metres per year
at a wide range of different heights.

The technology and the equipment of EVO-adventure have been
carefully thought out, and are of the best quality. The system
consists of pretensioned safety ropes made from stainless steel.
Rope guides at regular intervals keep the taut rope in position,
and can be passed over by the special roller element freely and
without releasing the securing element.
Advantages of EVO-adventure:
• Courses can be individually designed in accordance with
your own requirements and ideas.
• The system cannot be erroneously operated or
manipulated.
• Even children can go round the entire course alone,
without supervision.
• EVO-adventure removes the need for park operators to
supervise the system.
• It reduces personnel costs.
• It ensures that park visitors will have maximum safety in
the adventure park.

Individual planning on site
Every adventure park is different: in order to plan a continuous
securing system for your adventure park, our experts visit
you on site and design the EVO-adventure safety system individually for your park. In this way we can go specifically into
the special situation of your system, your requirements and
your wishes.
We offer our customers a wide range of applications and the
best possible safety standard on the basis of our comprehensive
experience with the technology and the many different possibilities of pretensioned securing systems.
Project sequence
•A
 dvice from your BORNACK customer adviser
• Quote and preliminary planning by our designers
• Order
• Detailed planning and implementation of system
• Manufacture of corner elements
• Installation by experts
• Acceptance of park by our designer

CONTINUOUS SECURING SYSTEM
EVO-adventure
The EVO-adventure system consists of several high-quality
components that are specially tailored to your park:
• Taut rope
Stainless or galvanized steel
• Rope end connectors
High-quality terminals with pressed-in bolts
• Shock absorbers
For monitoring and limiting peak loads in the system
• Rope guides
Traversable rope guides made from stable, bend-resistant
stainless sheet steel, available in different sizes and radii.
• Entry and exit
The EVO-Shuttle 1 can move into and out of the system
conveniently with the aid of entries and exits. The small bag
at the end reliably collects the runner.

EVO-Shuttle 1

• Station
The EVO-Kreuzungen station makes it possible to combine
several routes. It is also possible to overtake at these points.
• Roller elements that can negotiate curves

EVO-adventure
EN 795 C / CE 0158
Prices on request after individual planning

EVO-Shuttle 2 (available from 2012)
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EVO-Shuttle 2 (available from 2012) –
New design and advanced technology
Accident victims are even easier to rescue with the Shuttle 2
continuous cable securing system: the Shuttle can be opened
with a key and removed from the cable, therefore avoiding
time-consuming entries and exits.
The new ball bearings provide even smoother curve
negotiation.
The optional return stop also allows the Shuttle to be used as
a safety element during ascents within the course, or for
integrating in swings.
Slings can be simply tied into the stop bushing. An integrated
plastic inlay prevents friction and abrasion. On request the
slings can be sewn in directly at BORNACK.

INN

EVO-Shuttle 1
The current model is made from hard-wearing steel and
long-lasting ball bearings. Its smooth cornering and
intermediate safety elements are impressive.

Product line FALLSTOP® adventure
The market's one-of-a-kind, complete product line:
safety systems from professionals,
designed for adventure-parks
• Full body harnesses SUB-DIVO
• Lanyards / cowstails
• Karabiner ATTACK / safety hooks etc.
• Self retracting lifeline BS adventure
• Descent device Base Jump
• Pulleys TRACK-ATTACK
• Permanent securing systems SSB
• Continuous securing systems EVO
• Anchoring point can be clamped to taut ropes
• Abseil and rescue devices LORY etc.
• Safety net systems of stainless steel for fixed localized
installation
• Side-protection railings of stainless steel taut ropes
Services provided
• Engineering and installation of securing systems
• Safety instructions and support
• Practical expertise in the inspection of abseil safety rope
equipment and anchoring devices
• Training of supervisory staff in rescue techniques etc.
• Practical expertise in training supervisory staff for the daily
(quick) inspection of Equipment
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FALLSTOP® adventure product innovations –
Be on the safe side in climbing centers and high ropes courses.
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